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ISRAELI MEDICAL PIONEERS HONORED

x;

JERUSALEM DR. KALMAN J. MANN, DIREC-
TOR -- GENERAL OF THE HADASSAH MEDICAL
ORGANIZATION SINCE 1951, AND SYLVIA

MANN, LEFT, WHO IS A FOUNDER OF YA'AL
THE ISRAEL HOSPITAL VOLUNTEERS AUX-

ILIARY, HAVE BEEN HONORED AT A SERIES
OF EVENTS. HE RECEIVED HADASSAH'S

HIGHEST HONOR, THE HENRIETTA SZOLD
AWARD IN SEPT. NOW, YA'AL HAS NAMED
NURSING SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS FOR THEM,
AND PLANTED A 100-TR- EE GROVE IN THEIR
HONOR IN HADASSAH FOREST. AT LEFT,
MARY VOSEN, YA'AL CHAIRMAN, HADASSAH
COUNCIL IN ISRAEL, AND RIGHT, YVONNE
SETTONEXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, YA'AL.
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(Continued from Page 1)

higher.
Do you realize what all this would have meant

to the progress of Las Vegas now and in years
to come. The Clark County Commission turned
down the proposal. Don't ask us why? It was
perhaps petty party politics or stupidity or
nearsightedness. In any case it was the mistake
of the century.

From time to time we will bring you other
examples of Hughes' farsightedness and the great
intentions he had planned for Las Vegas.
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President Carter, since assuming office,
tj V" has taken the commendable attitude that he will

not censure statements by members of his fa- -
P mily. Nor has he been willing to comment even
I when actions or remarks, especially by his
y irresponsible brother, Billy, have proved to be

embarassing to him and his Administration.
We can sympathize with the President. Many

of us have relatives. for whose statements we
would not like to be held accountable.

But now Billy Carter has gone too far and
the President must intervene unless he wants
to see not only his; Administration damaged
but have his own reputation hurt. Billy Car- -
ter's antics are no longer amusing, if they ever
were.

It could be argued that as a private citizen
Billy Carter has the right to go to Libya and

r

j to host a group of Libyan government officials
V. who come to Georgia seeking investments. But

does even Billy Carter believe the Libyans are
so anxious for his help just because he is a

Georgian businessman? It is hard to believe
that he does not realize that they want him be-

cause he is the President's brother. And as
the President's brother he should know that when
he promotes a country that is denounced by the
United States for its support of terrorism he is
making his own brother's policies appear to be
a sham.

But Billy has gone even further. When the
Anti - Defamation League of B'nai B'rith pro
tested, Billy Carter first charged that Libya
had a .bad image in the U.S. because of Jewish
control of the media and then claimed that
Atlanta Mayor Maynard Jackson refused to meet
with the Libyan delegation because of "Jewish

, pressure." When Billy Carter called a leading
' sports figure of Polish descent a "bastardized

Jew" it may have just been a case of bad taste,
something which Billy seems to he saturated
with. But. his later charges are coming close
to anti - Semitism.

The White House denial that the President
; shared any of Billy Carter's views does not

suffice. President Carter must repudiate his
I brother directly and unequivocally. He no
J longer can remain silent. The time has also
, come for him to try to give brother Billy a

. good talking to. It is time for the President
to become his brother's keeper.

recent session to resurrect the outmoded Assem-
bly resolution 181 of 29 November 1947. Their
aim, of course, was "to try to justify their
present - day positions and also to make a be-

lated claim to the legal benefits deriving from
it."

In his letter -- - which precedes seven pages
of documentation pointing to total Arab rejec-
tion of the 1947 resolution the Israeli Am-
bassador charges that the Arabs and their many
friends had resurrected the all - but - dead
resolution "on the assumption that after 31

years memories have dimmed, both as regards
the historical circumstances of the resolution
and the reactions of the Arabs to the resolution
after its adoption. They wilfully ignore the fact,"
Blum declared, "that as a result of those re-
actions that resolution was overtaken by the
events of 1947 - 1948 and effectively frustrated
by the Arabs at that time.

"The fact is that all the States members
of the Arab League in 1947 categorically re-

jected Assembly resolution 181," Blum further
reminded the Secretary - General. "Those
States formally reserved their complete free-
dom of action and then set out to destroy that
resolution by the illegal use of force from the
moment of its adoption. On 5 March 1948,
on 1 April 1948 and again on 17 April 1948,
the Security Council appealed for an end to
the acts of violence in Palestine. The Arabs,
within and without Palestine, openly defied those
resolutions. With the termination of the British
Mandate on May 14, 1948, the armies of seven
Arab States illegally crossed the international
boundaries in clear violation of the UN Charter
and in breach of international law..."

It was in wisdom on the part of the Israeli
delegation to have this document, citing facts
and figures recounting Arab duplicity and de-

ceit, circulated as an official General Assembly
and Security Council document during this period
in which the attention of the world is directed
away from the Mideast to the Far East.

Sihanouk.
"For once Israel was not the center of con-

troversy in a vital UN debate," a half -- smiling
Russian correspondent remarked in accosting
this writer in the corridor. He was referring
not only to Cambodia but also to the sticky
issue of Namibia currently being explored for
adjudication by the world organization.

Indeed, for the time being, at least, the
Far East crisis is overshadowing the Middle
East question and delegations have a greater wory
on their minds.

It's quite a different story with the Arabs
and the PLO people here. This new develop-
ment has stunned them. They are worried.
They fear this latest conflict may divide them
even further than the Camp David agreements
had split their ranks. For now they are wit-

nessing their two super - power champions
engaged in a life - and - death struggle and
they see it as intruding upon the case they have
made against the Jewish State.

Having managed by their sinister maneu-verin- gs

to inject an anti - Israeli stance into
practically every UN agenda item and even into

.some of the main Specialized Agencies such
as UNESCO, ILO, etc. -- - as reflected in so
many one - sided resolutions they now sense
a lack of something. They have become so ob-

sessed with Israel that they cannot imagine
any debate minus an attack on the Jewish State.
It appears they cannot 'exist' without Israel.
There's no Israel in Cambodia; no Jerusalem
in Namibia. (Of course, they still have Iran
to play with, but .even here the outcome re-

mains uncertain).
All this poses a real crisis for the Arabs

as it does for most of their Third World sup-

porters. The Moscow - Peking confrontation
over Cambodia constitutes a serious challenge
to them. They'll have to chose sides or lose
the support of one or the other. No doubt'
the radical Arabs will stand with Moscow,
not Peking which appears now to support Camp
David and which has shown a new posture since
its establishment of full diplomatic relations
with Washington.

Thus, the events in Cambodia may prove to
be a blessing in disguise for Israel. They
bear watching.

Significantly, the Soviet Union suffered a

devastating defeat at the opening meeting of
the Council. By a vote of 13 against 2 (USSR
and Czechoslovakia), the Council decided to
recognize Prince Sihanouk and allow him to
state his case. (The only Arab member of
the Security Council, Kuwait, voted with the
majority.)

While the Security Council was debating the
Cambodian crisis one single document appeared
here that related to the Middle East the re-

publication of a communication from Ambassa-
dor Yehuda Z. Blum as addressed to the Secre-
tary - General. It dealt in the main with the
feverish attempts by the Arabs during the

I BehindThe Scenes
At too United Kstizas
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By DAVID HOROWITZ
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UNITED NATIONS (WUP) It's a rare
thing here at the UN to see opponents of Israel
fighting a fierce battle over an issue not affect- -
ing Israel in any way.

This is precisely what happened here last
i week when the Security Council, somewhat con- -

fused and bewildered, began to debate the escala-- f
ting crisis in Cambodis. As everyone expected,

f the leading antagonists in the 'show' were the
j Soviets and the Chinese the former support- -,

ing the invading Vietnamese, the latter the seem- -
ingly 'resurrected' Cambodian Prince Norodom

Dr. Lawrence Golding conducts a unique
phys. Ed. class at UNLV. Spectators smile as
they watch the twisting, panting and moaning
bodies before them. "Exercise for Men" &

"Exercise for Women" require pre-entran- ce

medical exams and are designed to promote
greater and continued health through rigorous
exercise. If you are serious and conscientious
enough to try, here's a real opportunity to
improve your physical being.

Happy Boitday to my dad, Saul Krasney,
whom we love dearly and wish happy and healthy
days.. ..always.

Del E. Webb Corporation is embarking on
a joint program for the installation and operation
of a hotel casino on the Claridge Hotel Prop-
erty on Park Place and Brighton Park just off
the Boardwalk in Atlantic City, New Jersey.

At UNLV beginning Feb. 26, "First Year
Russian - First Semester" will help partici-
pants develop language skills in listening, speak-
ing, reading, writing and structural analysis.'

Energy management and engineering will be
topics of two programs offered this spring by
UNLV.

A new anthropology course on developingsocieties will be offered for the first time at
UNLV this spring.


